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Abstract. A novel method based on statistical model of domain term language feature is proposed. Chinese
domain terms have three features: domain cohesiveness, domain relevancy and domain consensus. These
features are expressed respectively by statistical model and these models are integrated to extract domain
terms. The relative entropy between N-Gram language models is adopt to express cohesiveness feature; the
difference distributing of terms between domain corpus and balance corpus expresses the domain relevancy
feature, the entropy of terms in domain corpus denotes domain consensus feature. Experimental results show
this method make extraction of domain terms receiving the well precision and recall.
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1. Introduction
The vocabulary of a Chinese language contains thousands of terms, accurate identification of terms is
important in a variety of contexts. Term extraction is the core parts of knowledge system and the important
task in natural language processing, and it can be applied to a variety of fields such as ontology construction,
text classification and information retrieval. Furthermore, we can study the development of the domain
question answering system with terms.
We mainly explore the Chinese terms of computer domain in this paper, and take the 30 thousand
sentences into account; the sentences come from user interactive log in a real-world web intelligent question
answering system. A new method is proposed and it is based on statistical model of term language feature.
Chinese domain terms have three features: domain cohesiveness, domain relevancy and domain consensus.
These features are computed in respectively statistical model and these models are integrated to extract
domain terms. The relative entropy between N-Gram language models is adopt to express cohesiveness
feature; the difference distributing of terms between domain corpus and balance corpus expresses the domain
relevancy feature, the entropy of terms in domain corpus denotes domain consensus feature. Experiments
show this method make extraction of computer domain terms receiving the well precision and recall.

2. Related Work
Insofar as terms function as lexical units, their component words tend to co-occur more often, to resist
substitution or paraphrase, to follow fixed syntactic patterns, and to display some degree of semantic noncompositionality [1]. However, none of these characteristics are amenable to a simple algorithmic
interpretation, various term extraction systems have been developed, such as Termight [2] , and TERMS [3]
among others methods [4-5] . Such systems typically rely on a combination of linguistic knowledge and
statistical association measures. Grammatical patterns, such as adjective-noun or noun-noun sequences are
selected then ranked statistically, and the resulting ranked list is either used directly or submitted for manual
filtering. The linguistic filters are used in typical term extraction systems to reduce the number of a priori
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improbable terms and thus improve precision. The cohesiveness measure does the actual work of
distinguishing between terms and plausible non-terms. A variety of methods have been applied, ranging from
simple frequency [3] , modified frequency measures such as c-values [6] and standard statistical significance
tests such as the t-test, the chi-squared test[7] , and log-likelihood [5] and information-based methods, e.g.
point-wise mutual information [8] . These main term cohesiveness measure methods are list in Table 1.
Table 1. Term Cohesiveness Measure
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However, in all these studies performance was generally is very ideal, with precision falling rapidly after
the very highest ranked terms list. Schone and Jurafsky [9] evaluate the identification of terms without
grammatical filtering on a 6.7 million word extract from the TREC databases, applying both WordNet and
online dictionaries as gold standards. Once again, the general level of performance is low, with precision
falling off rapidly as larger portions of the n-best list were included, but they report better performance with
statistical and information theoretic measures (including mutual information) than with frequency. The
overall pattern appears to be one where lexical cohesiveness measures in general have very low precision
and recall on unfiltered data, but perform far better when combined with other features which select
linguistic patterns likely to function as terms.
The relatively low precision of lexical cohesiveness measures on unfiltered data no doubt has multiple
explanations, but a logical candidate is the mistake of underlying statistical assumptions [7] . For instance,
many of the tests assume a normal distribution, despite the highly skewed nature of natural language
frequency distributions. In natural language, as first observed by Zipf [10] the frequency of words and other
linguistic units tend to follow highly skewed distributions in which there are a large number of rare events.
Zipf's law of this relationship for single word frequency distributions postulates that the frequency of a word
is inversely proportional to its rank in the frequency distribution.
More importantly, statistical and information-based metrics such as the log-likelihood and mutual
information measure significance relative to the assumption that the selection of component terms is
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statistically independent. But of course the possibilities for combinations of words are not random and
independent. Use of linguistic filters such as "attributive adjective + noun" or "verb + modifying
prepositional phrase" arguably has the effect of selecting a subset of the language for which the standard null
hypothesis -- that any word may freely be combined with any other word -- may be much more accurate, so
the usual solution is to impose a linguistic filter on the data, with the cohesiveness measures being applied
only to the subset thus selected. For instance, if the universe of statistical possibilities is restricted to the set
of sequences in which an adjective is followed by a noun, the null hypothesis that word choice is
independent -- i.e., that any adjective may precede any noun -- is a reasonable idealization. It is thus worth
considering whether there are any ways to bring additional information to bear on the problem of
recognizing phrasal terms without presupposing statistical independence.

3. Domain Term Extraction Based on Language Feature
In Chinese language, domain term is considered as words or phase frequently occurring in the domain
corpus, expressing the concept, feature and relationship of the target domain. In term extraction area,
Chinese is different from English. In Chinese, there are no obvious morphological delimiters to separate
words in sentences. Hence, term extraction from Chinese is more difficult than English. We have observed
that domain terms have three language features: Domain Cohesiveness, Domain Relevancy and Domain
Consensus. The three features is model and integrated to evaluate domain terms.

3.1. Domain Cohesiveness
The cohesiveness measures in table 1, are mainly applied in English text, many of the measures assume a
normal distribution. Furthermore, statistical and information-based metrics significance relative to the
independent assumption. In the paper, we use cohesiveness measure to extract term, and filter term candidate
by linguistic POS rules.
In Chinese, it is difficult to separate words by delimiters in sentences. We use cohesiveness measure to
determine boundary of term. Cohesiveness of term denotes the compactness of words or characters as the
component element of term. We use N-Gram language model to describe Cohesiveness degree of terms. The
simplest language model is the unigram model, which assumes each word of a given word sequence is drawn
independently. We denote the unigram model LM1 for the target domain corpus. We can also train bigram
models LM2 for the corpus, it is the better model to describe two-character terms in the corpus. If we use
unigram models LM1 instead of LM2, then we have some loss to the corpus. We assume that the amount of
loss between using LM2 and LM1 is related to Cohesiveness. We use the relative entropy between Bigram
model and Unigram to express the Cohesiveness of term [13]. The definition of Cohesiveness is as follow.
p( w)
q( w)
p( wi | wi 1 )
p( wi wi 1 )
p( wi wi 1 )
 p( wi | wi 1 ) log

log
p( wi ) p( wi 1 )
p( wi 1 )
p( wi ) p( wi 1 ) 2

CO(W )   ( LM D2 | LM 1D )  p( w) log

(1)

Let p(x, y) is the probability of bigram of xy, occurring adjacent in the corpus. Through the cohesiveness,
the adjacent characters are selected as term candidate. After above process, we can get two character term
candidates. Then assuming these term candidates as a character, by re-computing of cohesiveness, these two
character terms can be extend to multi-character term candidates.
The linguistic POS rules are used to filter these term candidates, it is useful to reduce the number of
improbable terms and thus improve precision. The POS rules such as “adj + noun" or "noun + noun” are
used as support POS rules, the POS rules such as “prepositional + verb” are used as elimination POS rules.
There are some stop-words in Chinese sentence, such as “虽然”， “但是”, especially in the target domain,
some general noun such as “北京” etc, is stop-words. Taking the POS rules and stop-words into account, the
Domain Cohesiveness is defined as follow:
DCO(w)  Pstop  Ppos  CO( w)
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(2)

While Pstop is a penalty factor about stop-words, Ppos is a penalty factor about linguistic POS rules. The
term candidates are selected to next step if their domain cohesiveness value surpasses a fixed threshold, and
known term list is used to determine the threshold.

3.2. Domain Relevancy
Terminological and non-terminological expression (e.g. "last week" or "real time") both have a property
of high frequency in a corpus. The specificity of a terminological candidate with respect to the target domain
is measured via comparative analysis across the target domain with balance corpus. Domain Relevancy of
term expresses the exclusive degree of term in underlying domain.
DR( w)  p( w) log

p( w)
q ( w)

(3)
Let p(w) be the probability of string w in the target corpus and q(w) be the probability of string w in the
balance corpus. We can sort the term candidates by Domain Relevancy in descent order, through a threshold,
relative terms in target domain can be pick out.

3.3. Domain Consensus
Terms are representative of concepts whose meaning are agreed upon large user communities in an
underlying domain. We should take into account not only the overall occurrence in the target corpus but also
its appearance single documents.
There are important terms with a high and average frequency within all documents in underlying domain.
Distributed usage expresses a form of consensus tied to the consolidated semantics of a term within the target
domain [11] . Domain Consensus measures the distributed use of a term in a domain D. The distribution of a
term t in documents di can be taken as a stochastic variable estimated throughout all di in D. The entropy of
this distribution expresses the consensus of t in D. The Domain Consensus is expressed as follows.
m
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Let p(w|di) be conditional probability expression of term w in document di, m be amount of document in
the domain. Through Domain Consensus of terms, high quality term can be selected.

4. Architecture of Domain Term Extractor
The architecture of the domain term extractor is described in the figure 1, the sentences of domain corpus
are segmented and processed POS tagger, then the result is as input to domain cohesiveness module, in
support of POS rules, stop-words and known term list, the domain cohesiveness is computing, by the step,
term candidates are selected to next step, in support of balance corpus, domain relevancy and domain
consensus is computed, the terms in the domain is extracted in the system.
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Fig. 1: Architecture of Domain Term Extractor.

5. Experiment
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Evaluation

In the experiment, the user interactive log of a web intelligent question answering system in computer
troubleshooting domain is as the domain corpus, it include 31 thousand sentence. Tancorp [12] including
14150 text files is as the balance corpus, ICTCLAS[13] is adopted as segment and POS tools , the recall and
precision of the term extraction is consider as evaluation criteria. For the purpose of evaluation, the "golden
standard" of domain terms is constructed manually. Typical terms extraction method such as frequency based
C-Value ， information theory based mutual information method is as baseline system, the result of
evaluation is list in table 2. The experimental result show the method based on language feature in the paper
gets better result comparing with C-value method and mutual information method.
Table 2. The evaluation of term Extraction methods
Methods
Language Feature
C‐Value
Mutual Information

Extracted terms
254
247
235

Terms
167
154
148

Gold standard
235
235
235

Precision
66%
62%
63%

Recall
71%
66%
63%

6. Conclusion and Future Work
The paper presented a methods for domain extraction in computer troubleshooting domain. The method
is based on statistical model of term language feature: domain cohesiveness, domain relevancy and domain
consensus. Future research can focus on improving precision and recall of the extractor by linguistic
knowledge.
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